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Based on the conditional quantum dynamics of laser-ion interactions, we propose an efficient theoretical
scheme to deterministically generate quantum pure states of a single trapped cold ion without performing the
Lamb-Dicke approximation. An arbitrary quantum state can be created by sequentially using a series of
classical laser pulses with selected frequencies, initial phases and durations. As special examples, we further
show how to create or approximate several typical macroscopic quantum states, such as the phase state and the
even/odd coherent states. Unlike previous schemes operating in the Lamb-Dicke regime, the present one does
well for an arbitrary-strength coupling between the internal and external degrees of freedom of the ion. The
experimental realizability of this approach is also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The engineering of quantum states has attracted consider-
able attention in recent years. This is in order to test funda-
mental quantum concepts, e.g., nonlocality, and for imple-
menting various potential applications, including sensitive
detection and quantum information processing. Recent ad-
vances in quantum optics(e.g., micromasers, cavity QED)
(see, e.g.,[1]) and atomic physics(ion traps) (see, for in-
stance[2]) have allowed a better control of quantum states.

Laser-cooled ions confined in an electromagnetic trap are
good candidates for various quantum-state engineering pro-
cesses. First, the trapped ion system possesses relatively long
decoherence times. Second, various interactions including
the usual one-quantum transition Jaynes-Cummings(JC)
model and also higher order nonlinear models can be imple-
mented in this system by simply choosing the applied laser
tunings(see, e.g.,[3,4]). Therefore, a trapped ion driven by a
classical laser field provides the possibility of conveniently
generating various quantum pure states. Indeed, various en-
gineered quantum states of trapped cold ions have been stud-
ied. The thermal, Fock, coherent, squeezed, and arbitrary
quantum superposition states of motion of a harmonically
bound ion have been investigated[5,6]. The manipulation of
the entanglement between the external and internal degrees
of freedom of the ion and the realization of a fundamental
quantum logic gate between them has also been demon-
strated experimentally(see, e.g.,[7]).

Most of the previous proposals for engineering the quan-
tum state of a single trapped cold ion operate in various
extreme experimental conditions, such as the strong Raman
excitation or the weak-coupling Lamb-Dicke(LD) approxi-
mations. The former(see, e.g.,[8]) requires that the Rabi
frequencyV characterizing the laser-ion interaction is much
larger than the trap frequency. While the latter(see, e.g.,
[5,6,9]), requires that the coupling between the external and
internal degrees of freedom of the ion is very weak, i.e., the

spatial dimension of the motion of the ground state of the
trapped ion should be much smaller than the effective wave-
length of the applied laser field(see, e.g.,[6]). These ap-
proximations can simplify the laser-ion interaction Hamil-
tonian to certain solvable models. For example, in the LD
limit the interaction between the internal statesusl
=hugl , uelj and the external motional harmonic oscillator
states{unl ;n=0,1,2,…} of the ion can be expanded to the
lowest order of the LD parameterhL, then the usual JC or
anti-JC-type model can be derived. In addition, the coherent
state of the motion of the ion can be easily generated in those
limits. Therefore, an arbitrary quantum state may be prepared
via an atomic interference method by superimposing a finite
number of generated coherent states along a line. Almost all
the quantum-state engineering implementations in recent ion
trap experiments were operated in these limits. Some mean-
ingful second-order modifications of these approximations to
the above experimental conditions have been analyzed theo-
retically [10]. However, in general, these limits are not rig-
orously satisfied, and higher-order powers of the LD param-
eter must be taken into account[4]. Indeed, using the laser-
ion interaction outside the LD regime could be helpful to
reduce the noise in the trap and improve the cooling rate
(see, e.g.,[11]). Thus, efficiently engineering the quantum
state of the trapped cold ion beyond these limits would be
useful. Arbitrary Fock states can, in principle, be prepared as
a dark motional state of a trapped ion, if the relevant LD
parameters can be set with extreme precision[13]. More re-
alistically, Ref.[14] showed that any pure state, including the
Fock state, can be effectively approximated by the nonlinear
coherent states of the trapped ion. Since these nonlinear co-
herent states are one of the motional dark states and are
insensitive to some motional kick effects, the generation of
highly excited Fock states is possible. Recently, a narrow
quadrupoleS1/2 to D5/2 transition at 729 nm of a single
trapped40Ca+ ion has been successfully manipulated by ac-
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curately resolving its vibrational sidebands[12]. The mea-
sured lifetime of the excited levelD5/2 is long enough
s<1 sd to allow for a hundred or more quantum operations.
Note that the experiments in[12] do not strictly operate in
the LD regime(with h!1), because the corresponding LD
parameter ish<0.25. Therefore, engineering quantum states
of a single trapped cold ion by exciting various vibrational
sidebands outside the Lamb-Dicke regime is possible to
achieve with current technology.

Based on the exact conditional quantum dynamics for the
laser-ion interaction, including all orders of the LD param-
eter, in this paper we propose an efficient scheme for exactly
engineering arbitrary motional and entangled states of a
single trapped ion beyond the LD limit. In this case, all of
the target quantum states are generated deterministically, as
any measurement is not required during the quantum state
production or manipulations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we solve
exactly the quantum dynamics for a trapped cold ion driven
by a traveling classical laser beam beyond the LD limit and
then introduce some fundamental unitary operations. By re-
peatedly using these quantum operations, in Sec. III we show
how to deterministically generate an arbitrary motional state
of a single trapped cold ion. The preparations of arbitrary
entangled states between the external and internal degrees of
freedom are given in Sec. IV. Conclusions and discussions
are given in Sec. V.

II. DYNAMICS OF A TRAPPED COLD ION BEYOND THE
LAMB-DICKE LIMIT

We assume that a single two-level ion is stored in a co-
axial resonator RF-ion trap[15], which provides pseudopo-
tential oscillation frequencies satisfying the conditionvx
!vy,z along the principal axes of the trap. Only the quan-

tized vibrational motion along thex direction is considered
for the cooled ion[15]. The dynamics for such an ion, driven
by a classical traveling-wave light-field of frequencyvL and
initial phasefL, can be described by the following Hamil-
tonian [3,16]

Ĥstd = "vSâ†â +
1

2
D +

1

2
"v0ŝz +

"V

2
hŝ+expfihLsâ + â†d

− isvLt + fLdg + H.c.j. s1d

The first two terms describe the free motion of the external
and internal degrees of freedom of the ion. Hereâ† andâ are
bosonic creation and annihilation operators of the atomic vi-
brational quanta with frequencyv. The Pauli operatorsŝz
and ŝ± are defined by the internal ground stateugl and ex-
cited stateuel of the ion assz= uelkeu− uglkgu ,s+= uelkgu, and
s−= uglkeu. These operate on the internal degrees of freedom

of the ion of massM. The final term ofĤstd describes the
interaction between the ion and the light field with wave
vector kWL, and initial phasefL. V is the carrier Rabi fre-
quency, which describes the coupling between the laser and
the ion, and is proportional to the intensity of the applied
laser. The frequencyvL and initial phasefL of the applied
laser beam are experimentally controllable[16]. Usually, the
atomic transition frequencyv0 between two internal energy
levels is much larger than the trap frequencyv (e.g., in the
experiments in[12], v0=2p34.1131011 kHz and v=2p
3135 kHz). Therefore, for lasers exciting at different vibra-
tional sidebands with smallk values, the LD parameters

h =Î "kL
2

2Mv
=

sv0 ± kvd
c

Î "

2Mv
, k = 0,1,2,…, s2d

do not change significantly. Here, the Hamiltonian(1) re-
duces to different forms[4]

Ĥint =
"V

2
35H

sihdkexpF−
shd2

2
− ifrGŝ+So

j=0

`
sihd2jâ†jâj+k

j ! s j + kd! D + H.c.J , vL = v0 − kv,

HsihdkexpF−
shd2

2
− ifbGŝ+So

j=0

`
sihd2jâ†s j+kdâj

j ! s j + kd! D + H.c.J , vL = v0 + kv,

HexpS−
h2

2
− ifcDŝ+So

j=0

`
sihd2jâ†jâj

j ! j !
D + H.c.J , vL = v0,

6 s3d

in the interaction picture. The usual rotating-wave
approximation has been made and all off-resonant
transitions have been neglected by assuming a
sufficiently weak applied laser field. The applied
laser beam tuned at the frequencyvL=v0−kv svL=v0

+kvd with nonzero integerk being denoted as thekth red
(blue) sideband line, because it is red(or blue) detuned from
the atomic frequencyv0. The line for k=0 (i.e. vL=v0) is

called the carrier. So, we rewrite the initial phasefL
as fr sfb,fcd for a transition process driven by the
red-sideband(blue-sideband, carrier) laser beam, respec-
tively.

Previous discussions(see, e.g.,[9]) are usually based on
the LD perturbation approximation to first order in the LD
parameter by assumingh to be very small. However, outside
the LD regime the Hamiltonian(3) may provide various
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quantum transitions between the internal and external states
of the ion. The dynamics for the trapped cold ion governed
by the Hamiltonian(3) is exactly solvable[4,17]. For ex-
ample, if the external state of the system is initially inuml

and the internal state is initially inuel or ugl, then the dy-
namical evolution of an ion driven by a red-sideband laser
beam with frequencyvL=v0−kv can be exactly expressed
as

uml ^ ugl → Huml ^ ugl, m, k,

cossVm−k,ktl
rduml ^ ugl + ik−1e−ifl

r
sinsVm−k,ktl

rdum− kl ^ uel, mù k,
J

uml ^ uel → cossVm,ktl
rduml ^ uel − s− idk−1eifl

r
sinsVm,ktl

rdum+ kl ^ ugl, s4d

with Rabi frequency

Vm,k =
Vhk

2
Îsm+ kd!

smd!
e−h2/2o

j=0

m
sihd2j

s j + kd!
S j

m
D ,

wherem is the occupation number of the initial Fock state of the external vibrational motion of the ion, andtl
r andfl

r are the
duration and initial phase of the applied red-sideband laser beam, respectively. The above dynamical evolution can be
equivalently defined as thekth red-sideband “exciting” quantum operator

R̂k
rstl

rd =Humluglkmukgu + fs1 − uC̃m
rl u2d1/2umluel + C̃m

rl um+ kluglgkmukeu, m, k,

fs1 − uCm−k
rl u2d1/2umlugl + Cm−k

rl um− kluelgkmukgu + fs1 − uC̃m
rl u2d1/2umluel + C̃m

rl um+ kluglgkmukeu, mù k,
J s5d

with

Cm
rl = ik−1e−ifl

r
sinsVm,ktl

rd, C̃m
rl = − sCm

rld* .

The use ofR̂k
r is advantageous because it is compact, symmetric, and it is simple to iterate. This operator is quite useful for the

generation of quantum states. Analogously, exciting the motional state of the ion to thekth blue-sideband, by applying a laser
of frequencyvL=v0+kv, yields a unitary blue-sideband “exciting” quantum operation,

R̂k
bstl

bd =Hfs1 − uCm
blu2d1/2umlugl + Cm

blum+ kluelgkmukgu + umluelkmukeu, m, k,

fs1 − uCm
blu2d1/2umlugl + Cm

blum+ kluelgkmukgu + fs1 − uC̃m−k
bl u2d1/2umluel + C̃m−k

bl um− kluglgkmukeu, mù k,
J s6d

with

Cm
bl = ik−1e−ifl

b
sinsVm,ktl

bd, C̃m
bl = − sCm

bld* .

Here, tl
b and fl

b are the duration and initial phase of the
applied blue-sideband laser beam, respectively.

Finally, applying a carrier laser pulse with frequencyvL
=v0, a conditional rotation

R̂0
cstl

cd = fs1 − uCm
clu2d1/2Î + Cm

cluelkgu + C̃m
cluglkeug ^ umlkmu

s7d

on the internal states of the ion can be implemented. Here,

Î = uglkgu+ uelkeu is the identity operator,tl
c is the duration of

the applied carrier laser beam, and

Cm
cl = − ie−fl

c
sinsVm,0tl

cd, C̃m
cl = − sCm

cld* ,

with

Vm,0 =
V

2
expS−

h2

2
Do

j=0

m
sihd2j

j !
S j

m
D .

The quantum dynamics of the laser-ion system beyond the
LD limit is conditional. This means that the internal and
motional degrees of freedom are always coupled. The ion
states of two degrees of freedom cannot be operated sepa-
rately, even if the ion is driven by the carrier line laser. Of
course, for a given carrier Rabi frequencyV (which depends
on the intensity/power of the applied laser beam) and the LD
parameter, the Rabi frequenciesVm,k are sensitive to values
of k. See, e.g., Fig. 1 for the same laser power but different
LD parameters:h=0.202[5] 0.25[12], 0.35, 0.5, and 0.9. As
seen in Fig. 1, a smallerh corresponds to a larger reduction
of the Rabi frequency for certaink values(e.g., in Fig. 1,
V0,20/V,10−6 for h=0.202). However, for any fixed value
of k, larger values ofh correspond to larger values of the
reduced Rabi frequencies 2V0,k/V. Therefore, fast quantum
operations can be obtained outside the LD regime, whereh
is not small.
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In general, any quantum process for the laser-ion system
can be realized by repeatedly applying the above three kinds
of fundamental operations shown in Eqs.(5)–(7). Which op-
eration is applied depends on the laser with the chosen fre-
quency. Below we will use these fundamental unitary opera-
tions (5)–(7) to produce or engineer an arbitrary quantum
state of a single trapped cold ion beyond the LD limit. The
tunable experimental parameters in this process are the fre-
quencyvL, wave vectorkWL, and the duration of the applied
laser pulse. The generation of quantum states described be-
low will start with a common non-entangled initial state
uc0l= u0l ^ ugl; that is, the trapped ion has been cooled to its
motional ground state and the internal degree of the ion is
initially in the low-energy stateugl.

III. PREPARATION OF AN ARBITRARY MOTIONAL
STATE OF A TRAPPED COLD ION

The first significant quantum state which we want to pre-
pare is the Fock state of the external vibrational quanta of the
ion

uc1l = unl, s8d

with an arbitrary occupation numbern.0. The previous
schemes(e.g.[5–7,9]) operated in the LD limit only allowed
one-quantum transition process(exciting and absorbing a
single phonon process, respectively). Thus, at leastsn+1d
transitions are required betweenu jl ^ ugl↔ u j ±1l ^ uel to
generate the desired state(8). However, for larger values of
the LD parameters, the LD approximation is no longer valid
and multiquantum transitions must be considered. One can
obtain the different phonon transitions, beyond the LD limit,
by choosing an appropriate driving laser frequency. For ex-
ample, the quantum transition:u0l ^ ugl→ unl ^ uel, can be
realized by choosing a blue-sideband driven laser beam with
frequencyvL=v0+nv. So the desired Fock stateunl can be

easily obtained by using a single blue-sideband exciting uni-

tary operationR̂n
bst0

bd with the durationt0
b satisfying the con-

dition: sinsV0,nt0
bd=1. In other words,V0,nt0

b=pp /2 with p an
odd integer. Note that the resulting atomic state evolves to its
excited stateuel which may transit to the ground stateugl via
spontaneous emission. In order to avoid the additional exci-
tation of the desired Fock state due to this emission, an ad-

ditional operationR̂0
cstn

cd is required to evolve the stateuel
into the stateugl keeping the motional state unchanged, with
the durationtn

c satisfying the condition sinsVn,0tn
cd=1. There-

fore, by sequentially performing ap /2 blue-sideband laser
pulse and ap /2 carrier line laser pulse with initial phasesf0

b

andfn
c, respectively, a relatively steady target Fock stateuc1l

is generated from the vacuum stateu0l as follows:

u0l ^ ugl →
R̂n

bst0
bd

in−1e−if0
b
unl ^ uel →

R̂0
cstn

cd

− ineisfn
c−f0

bdunl ^ ugl.

s9d

After these unitary operations, the internal electric state re-
turns to its initial ground stateugl. The target stateunl can
also be prepared by continuously applying a carrier line op-

eration R̂0
cst0

cd and an nth red-sideband exciting operator

R̂n
r stn

r d, i.e.,

u0l ^ ugl →
R̂0

cst0
cd

− ie−if0
c
u0l ^ uel →

R̂n
r stn

r d

− s− idneisfn
r −f0

cdunl ^ ugl,

s10d

with the durationst0
c and tn

r satisfying conditions sinsV0,0t0
cd

=1,sinsV0,ntn
r d=1. Therefore, two unitary operations are suf-

ficient to deterministically generate an arbitrary Fock state
unl from the initial ground stateu0l, if the laser-ion interac-
tion is operated outside the LD regime by using the chosen
laser beams with desired frequencies.

The more general motional state of the ion which we want
to prepare is the following finite superposition of number
states

uc2l = o
j=0

N

cju jl, o
n=0

N

ucju2 = 1, s11d

with N being a finite integer. For a single-mode light field,
this state can be probabilistically generated[18] by physi-
cally truncating the photon coherent state. The efficiency of
generating a quantum state by the quantum truncation may
be quite low due to the necessity of quantum measurements.
In the present quantum-state generation the motional vacuum
stateu0l, instead of the motional coherent statesual, is given
initially. A quantum-state production scheme, in the LD re-
gime, for generating the desired state(11) has been proposed
in [19]. We now extend this scheme to generate the target
state uc2l beyond the LD limit. Indeed, sequentially using
N+1 laser pulses with frequenciesvL=v0,v0−v ,… ,v0
− lv ,… ,v0−Nv and durationst0

c ,t1
r ,… ,tl

r ,… ,tN
r , respec-

tively, the desired state is obtained from the initial stateuc0l
by a series of dynamical evolutions shown as follows:

FIG. 1. Thek-dependent Rabi frequencyV0,k for different LD
parameters:h=0.202[5], 0.25 [12], 0.35, 0.5, and 0.9.
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uc0l →
R̂0

cst0
cd

c0u0l ^ ugl − ie−if0
c
s1 − c0

2d1/2u0l ^ uel

→
R̂1

r st1
r dSo

j=0

1

cju jlD ^ ugl − ie−if0
cS1 − o

j=0

1

ucju2D1/2

u0l ^ uel ¯ →
R̂l

rstl
rdSo

j=0

l

cju jlD ^ ugl

− ie−if0
cS1 − o

j=0

l

ucju2D1/2

u0l ^ uel ¯ →
R̂N

r stN
r dSo

j=0

N

cju jlD ^ ugl = uc2l ^ ugl. s12d

The duration of the final unitary operationsR̂N
r stN

r d has been set to satisfy the condition: sinsV0,NtN
r d=1. While, the durations

and the initial phases of other applied laser beams can be used to arbitrarily prescribe the weightscj of the superposed Fock
stateshu jl ; j =0,1,… ,Nj, such as

cj =5
s1 − uC0

c0u2d1/2 = cossV0,0t0
cd, j = 0,

C0
c0Fp

l=1

j−1

s1 − uC̃0
rlu2dG1/2

C̃0
r j = − s− id jeisf j

r−f0
cdsinsV0,0t0

cdp
l=1

j−1

cossV0,ltl
rdsinsV0,jt j

rd, 1 ø j ø N − 1,

C0
c0Fp

l=1

j−1

s1 − uC̃0
rlu2dG1/2

= − s− id jeisfN
r −f0

cdsinsV0,0t0
cdp

l=1

N−1

cossV0,ltl
rd, j = N. 6 s13d

Similarly, by sequentially applying a series of blue-sideband exciting operatorsR̂j
bstj

bd with durationstj
b, j =1,2,… ,N, after

a carrier line operationR̂0
cst0

cd, we can implement the following deterministic quantum state generation

uc0l →
R̂N

b stN
b d¯R̂1

bst1
bdR̂0

cst0
cdSo

j=0

N

cj8u jlD ^ uel = uc28l ^ uel, s14d

with

cj8 =5
− ie−if0

c
sinsV0,0t0

cd, j = 0,

i j−1e−if j
b
cossV0,0t0

cdp
l=1

j−1

cossV0,ltl
bdsinsV0,jt j

bd, 1 ø j ø N − 1,

iN−1e−ifN
b
cossV0,0t0

cdp
l=1

N−1

cossV0,ltl
bd, j = N. 6

Here, the durationtN
b of the last operationR̂N

bstN
bd is set as

sinsV0,NtN
bd=1.

So far, we have shown that the desired superposition of a
finite set of motional Fock stateshu jl ; j =0,1,… ,Nj of the
ion can be generated deterministically from the ground state
u0l by usingN+1 unitary operations, i.e., a carrier line op-

erationR̂0
c andN red-sidebandR̂j

r (or blue-sidebandR̂j
b) ex-

citing operations performed by using the laser beams with
frequenciesvL=v0− jv (or vL=v0+ jv). It is worth pointing
out that the motional state generated above in Eq.(11) or
(13) may be reduced to an arbitrary quantum pure state of the
external vibration of the trapped cold ion, as any weightcj in

Eq.(12) for the Fock stateu jl can be prescribed arbitrarily.
For example, the Pegg-Barnett phase state[20]

uulN =
1

ÎN + 1
o
j=0

N

eij uu jl s15d

can be obtained from Eqs.(12) and(13) by setting the initial
phases and the durations of the applied laser beams to satisfy
the following conditions:

f0
c =

p

2
, eif j

r
= i j−1eij u, s16d

and
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c0 = cossV0,0t0
cd = ¯ = sinsV0,0t0

cdp
l=1

j−1

cossV0,ltl
rdsinsV0,jt j

rd

= ¯ =
1

ÎN + 1
, s17d

which implies that t0
c=2 expsh2/2df2n0p+arccoss1/

ÎN+1dg /V, and tj
r =2 expsh2/2df2njp+arcsins1/

ÎN− j +1dg / sVh jd , j Þ0, with n0,nj =0, 1, 2, … . For ex-
ample, in the typical experimental system[12] where v0
=2p34.1131011 kHz,v=2p3135 kHz,V=50 kHz, and
h=0.25, the simplest phase stateuul1=su0l+eiuu1ld /Î2 can
be prepared by sequentially applying a resonant laser beam
(with frequencyvL=v0 and initial phasef0

c=p /2) of the
shortest durationt0

c<3.24310−5 s and a red-sideband line
(with frequencyvL=v0−v and initial phasef1

r =u) of the
shortest durationt1

r <2.6310−4 s.
The superposition state generated above may approach

some macroscopic motional quantum states of the ion, if the
number N of Fock statesu jl is sufficiently large. For ex-
ample, if the durations of the applied unitary operations are
set to satisfy the conditions

c0 = cossV0,0t0
cd = e−uau2/2, c1 = ac0, c2 = a2c0/Î2!,…,

cj = a jc0/Îj !,…, s18d

the motional superposition stateo j=0
N cju jl in the limit N→`

approaches the usual coherent state

ual = e−uau2/2o
j=0

`
a j

Îj !
u jl. s19d

Similarly, the usual even or odd coherent states may also
be approached by the superposition motional states generated
by sequentially applying the laser beams with frequencies
vL=v−s2ldv , l =0,1,2,… or vL=v−s2l +1dv, respectively.

IV. PRODUCING ENTANGLED STATES OF A TRAPPED
COLD ION BEYOND THE LAMB-DICKE LIMIT

Before, we discussed how to generate a motional quantum
state of the ion. Now, we turn our attention to the problem of
how to control the entanglement between these degrees of
freedom. It is well known that entanglement is one of the
most striking aspects of quantum mechanics and plays an
important role in quantum computation[7]. A laser-ion sys-
tem provides an example for clearly showing how to produce
an entanglement between two different quantum degrees of
freedom (see, e.g.,[21]). Therefore, the third target state
which we want to prepare is the general entangled state of
the internal and external motion degrees of freedom of the
ion

uCl = o
j=0

Ng

dj
gu jl ^ ugl + o

j=0

Ne

dj
eu jl ^ uel, s20d

where o j=0
Ng dj

gu jl so j=0
Ne dj

eu jld is the external state associated
with the internal ground(excited) state. Notice that the coef-

ficients cj in the stateuc2l generated above are prescribed
arbitrarily. Thus, applying an additional conditional opera-

tion R̂0
cstN+1

c d, with durationtN+1
c , to the stateuc2l ^ ugl, one

may prepare an entangled state withNg=Ne=N; i.e.,

uc2l ^ ugl→
R̂0

c

o
j=0

N

sdj
gu jl ^ ugl + dj

eu jl ^ ueld, s21d

with

dj
g = cjcossV j ,0tN+1

c d, dj
e = − icje

−ifN+1
c

sinsV j ,0tN+1
c d.

In the sequence of operations shown above,N+1 laser-
ion interactions(a carrier line andN red-sideband/blue-
sideband excitations) are used. We now consider a relatively
simple method to generate the entangled quantum states of
the ion. That is, by alternatively switching the lasers on the
first blue-sideband and the first red-sidebandN times, one
can generate a typical entangled state[21]

uC8l = o
j=0

Ng

d2j+1
g u2j + 1l ^ ugl + o

j=0

Ne

d2j
e u2jl ^ uel, s22d

with the odd(even) -number motional states entangled with
the ground(excited) internal spin states of the ion. Without
any loss of generality, we assume that the ion has been pre-
pared beforehand in a general nonentangled state

uC0l = R̂0
cst0

cdu0l ^ ugl = d0
g0u0l ^ ugl + d0

e0u0l ^ uel,

s23d

with d0
g0=s1−uC0

c0u2d1/2, d0
e0=C0

c0.
We now first tune the laser beam to the first red-sideband

and thus realize the following operation

uC0l →
R̂1

r st1
r d

sd0
g1u0l + d1

g1u1ld ^ ugl + d0
e1u0l ^ uel = uC1l.

s24d

Here,

d0
g1 = d0

g0, d1
g1 = d0

e0C̃0
r1, d0

e1 = d0
e0s1 − uC̃0

r1u2d1/2.

Obviously, the stateuC1l is an entangled state. It reduces to
the Bell-type state

ucBl =
1
Î2

su0l ^ uel + u1l ^ ugld, s25d

if f1
r =3p /2 and the durations of the operationsR̂0

cst0
cd and

R̂1
r st1

cd are set up properly such thatd0
e0=1 and C̃0

r1=1/Î2,
corresponding to the shortest durationst0

c<6.48310−5 s and
t1
r <2.6310−4 s.

We then tune the laser beam to the first blue-sideband and
implement the evolution

uC1l →
R̂1

bst2
bd

o
j=0

1

dj
g2u jl ^ ugl + o

j=0

2

dj
e2u jl ^ uel = uC2l, s26d

with
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d0
g2 = d0

g1s1 − uC0
b2u2d1/2, d1

g2 = d1
g1s1 − uC1

b2u2d1/2,

and

d0
e2 = d0

e1, d1
e2 = d0

g1C0
b2, d2

e2 = d1
g1C1

b2.

Repeating the above-mentioned procedure, we realize the
following series of evolutions:

uC2l →
R̂1

r st3
r d

uC3l ¯ →
R̂1

r st2l
b d

uC2ll →
R̂1

r st2l+1
r d

uC2l+1l ¯ →
R̂1

r stN
b d

ucNl,

s27d

with

uC2ll = o j=0

2l−1
dj

g2lu jl ^ ugl + o j=0

2l
dj

e2lu jl ^ uel,

uC2l+1l = o j=0

2l+1
dj

g2l+1u jl ^ ugl + o j=0

2l
dj

e2l+1u jl ^ uel.

Here,

dj
g2l =Hdj

g2l−1s1 − uCj
b2lu2d1/2 + dj

e2l−1C̃j+1
b2l , 0 ø j ø 2l − 2,

dj
g2l−1s1 − uCj

b2lu2d1/2, j = 2l − 1,2l ,
J

dj
e2l = 5dj

e2l−1, j = 0

dj
e2l−1s1 − uC̃j−1

b2l u2d1/2 + dj−1
e2l−1Cj−1

b2l , 1 ø j ø 2l − 2,

dj
g2l−1Cj

b2l , j = 2l − 1,2l ,
6

and

dj
g2l+1 = 5dj

g2l , j = 0,

dj
g2ls1 − uCj−1

r2l+1u2d1/2 + dj−1
e2l C̃j−11

r2l+1, 1 ø j ø 2l − 1,

dj
e2lC̃j

r2l+1, j = 2l,2l + 1,
6

dj
e2l+1 =Hdj

e2ls1 − uC̃j
r2l+1u2d1/2 + dj−1

g2l Cj−1
r2l+1, 0 ø j ø 2l − 1,

dj
e2ls1 − uC̃j

r2l+1u2d1/2, j = 2l,2l + 1.
J

Therefore, applyingN sN.0d pairs of the first red-sideband
and blue-sideband laser beams may generate the desired en-
tangled state

ucNl = o
j=0

N−1

dj
gNu jl ^ ugl + o

j=0

N

dj
eNu jl ^ uel. s28d

If the initial state of the above process of quantum state
manipulation is prepared inu0l ^ uel by setting the duration
of the applied carrier line laser to satisfy conditionuC0

c0u2
=1, then the desired entangled state(22), rewritten as

ucN8 l = o
j=0

fsN−1/2dg

d2j+1
gN u2j + 1l ^ ugl + o

j=0

fsN/2dg

d2j
eNu2jl ^ uel,

s29d

is obtained by the above process. Herefxg is the largest
integer less thanx.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the conditional quantum dynamics for laser-ion
interactions beyond the Lamb-Dicke limit, we have intro-

duced three kinds of unitary operations: the simple rotations
of the internal states of the ion, the arbitrary red-sideband,
and blue-sideband exciting operations. These unitary opera-
tions can be performed separately by applying the chosen
laser beams with the relevant tunings. In general, any quan-
tum state of the trapped cold ion can be generated determin-
istically by making use of these unitary operations selec-
tively. Like some of the other schemes presented previously,
several laser beams with different frequencies are also re-
quired in the present scheme. Tunable lasers provide the tool
to create several types of quantum states of trapped ions.

Compared with previous approaches(see, e.g.,[7,9]) op-
erated in the LD regime, the most important advantage of the
present scheme is that the operations are relatively simple,
since various laser-ion interactions may be easily used by
choosing the tunings of the applied laser beams. For ex-
ample, at leastn operations are required in the previous
schemes to generate the stateunl ^ ugl from the initial state
u0l ^ ugl, as the dynamical process of the multiquantum mo-
tional excitation is negligible in the LD regime. However, we
have shown here that only two unitary operations beyond the
LD limit are sufficient to engineer the same quantum state. In
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addition, the generated superposition motional states and the
entangled states of the ion are universal and thus may reduce
to the various desired special quantum states. The reason is
that the weights of the superposed Fock states can be ad-
justed independently by controlling the relevant experimen-
tal parameters; e.g., the durations, initial phases, and fre-
quencies of the applied laser beams. Several typical
macroscopic quantum states of the motion of the ion, e.g.,
the Pegg-Barnett phase state, the coherent state, and the even
and odd coherent states, etc. can be created or well-
approximated, if the number of the superposition Fock states
is sufficiently large.

We now give a brief discussion for the realizability of our
approach. First, the present quantum manipulations need to
resolve the vibrational sidebands of the ion trap. In fact, it is
not difficult to generate the desired laser pulse with suffi-
ciently narrow linewidth with current experimental technol-
ogy. For example, the linewidth(1 kHz) of the laser beams
(at 729 nm) used in Ref.[12] to drive the trapped ion40Ca+

is very small, corresponding to a resolution of better than
Dn /n=2.5310−12. This linewidth is also much smaller than
the frequency of the applied trap(138 kHz). Thus, the vibra-
tional sidebands can be well resolved. The expected initial
phases of the applied laser beams can be controlled by
switching different signal paths[22]. During the very short
durations (e.g., &10−4 s) for implementing the expected
quantum operations, the applied laser beams(generated by
the Ti:sapphire laser) are sufficiently stable(e.g., the corre-
sponding initial phase-diffusion and frequency-drift times
may reach to, e.g., 10 ms[23] and bandwidth&1 kHz in 1 s
averaging time[24], respectively). In fact, the proposed en-
gineering scheme could also, in principle, be used for Raman
excitation, where the phases of the applied laser beams can
be well controlled(see, e.g.,[2,5,6]).

Second, in the present scheme, an arbitrary Fock state can
be prepared by using only two operations[see, e.g., Eqs.(9)
and(10)]. The duration of operation depends on the value of
k, once the LD parameter and the intensity of the applied
laser beam are given. The Rabi frequency does not signifi-
cantly reduce for large LD parameters(e.g.,h*0.5). How-
ever, for small values ofh (e.g., h&0.25), the Rabi fre-
quency decreases fast for sufficiently small values ofk.
Small values of the Rabi frequency correspond to a long
duration of quantum operations, and the allowed number of
operations will be reduced. For example, ifh=0.25,V=2p
350 kHz, then the duration of the transitionugl→ uel is t0

c

<10 ms. Adding ap /2 pulse with durationt1
r <40 ms (or

t10
r <0.3 s), the Fock state:u1l (or u10l) can be generated.

Note that, compared to thet1
r ,t0

r , the duration of operation

R̂10
r is relatively long, as the Rabi frequency is relatively

small; V0,10/V<2310−5 for the same laser intensity(see
Fig. 1). In principle, this decreased Rabi frequency can be
effectively compensated by enhancing the power(i.e., inten-
sity) of the applied laser beam. In fact, the power of the laser
applied to drive the trapped cold ion is generally controllable
(e.g., the Ti:sapphire laser used in experiment[12] is adjust-
able in the range from a fewµW to a few hundred mW).
Therefore, the corresponding durations can be shorter by 2–5
orders of magnitude. For example, forh=0.25, if the power
of the applied laser beam is adjusted from a fewµW to a few
mW, the Rabi frequencyV0,10 of the transition u0l ^ uel
→ u10lugl can be enhanced to the same order of magnitude of
the carrier Rabi frequencyVs=2p350dkHz. The duration of
the corresponding quantum operation is then shortened to
10−5 s. The smaller LD parametersh correspond to lasers
with larger adjustable power ranges; e.g., forh=0.202, the
adjustable power range should be five orders of magnitude
larger. Therefore, it is difficult to realize transitions with
higherk in the LD regime, whereh!1.

Finally, the generation of the macroscopic superposed
Fock states is limited in practice by the existing decays of the
vibrational and atomic states. The lifetime of the atomic ex-
cited stateuel reaches up to 1 s[12] allows, in principle, to
perform 103–104 manipulations. Also, the recent experiment
[24] showed that coherence for the superposition ofun=0l
and un=1l was maintained for up to 1 ms. Usually, the life-
time (i.e., relaxation time) of the stateu1l should be longer
than this dephasing time. Therefore, roughly say, preparing a
superposition(e.g., phase state) from ground stateun=0l to
the excited motional Fock statesunl with n.10 is experi-
mentally possible, as the durations of quantum operation are
sufficiently short, e.g.,,10−4 s. Improvements might be ex-
pected by considering the more realistic dynamics[14] that
includes the decays of the excited atomic and motional
states.
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